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Important Information
The views expressed in this document represent the opinions of Independent Franchise Partners, LLP and the investment vehicles it manages (collectively,
“Franchise Partners”) that hold shares in Kirin Holdings Company, Limited (the “Company”). Those views are based on publicly available information.
Franchise Partners reserves the right to change its opinions at any time. It assumes no obligation to notify any other party of any such changes, whether by
updating this website or otherwise, or to update the other information or opinions contained in this website.
Franchise Partners currently has an economic interest in the securities of the Company. It is possible that there will be developments in the future that
cause Franchise Partners to modify this economic interest, at any time or from time to time. This may include a decision to sell or dispose of its interest in all
or a portion of its holdings of Company securities in open market transactions or otherwise, or purchase additional Company securities in open market or
privately-negotiated transactions. Franchise Partners also reserves the right to take any actions with respect to its investment in the Company as it may
deem appropriate, without further notice to any person and without updating or modifying this website.
Franchise Partners has reviewed and analysed the information that has informed the opinions expressed here, and believes that it is reliable, but it has not
verified that information and cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Franchise Partners makes no representation or warranty, express or implied,
and accepts no duty or responsibility, as to the accuracy or completeness of its statements or any other written or oral communication it makes with respect
to the Company and any other companies mentioned. Franchise Partners expressly disclaims any liability relating to those statements or communications
(or any inaccuracies or omissions therein).

Nothing in this document is intended to be, nor should it be construed or used as, investment, tax, legal or financial advice or any other kind of
recommendation, an opinion of the appropriateness of any security or investment, or an offer, or the solicitation of any offer, to buy or sell any security or
investment. Franchise Partners is not soliciting any action based upon this document and will not be responsible for any decision by any shareholder or
other person based on or by reference to any information given or opinions expressed in this document.
Franchise Partners is not soliciting or requesting shareholders to jointly exercise their voting rights together with it. Shareholders that have an agreement to
jointly exercise their voting rights are regarded as Joint Holders under the Japanese large shareholding disclosure rules, and they must file notification of
their aggregate share ownership with the relevant Japanese authority for public disclosure. Franchise Partners disclaims any intention to be treated as a
Joint Holder with other shareholders under the Japanese Financial Instruments and Exchange Act (“FIEA) by virtue of its decision to express its views or
opinions or its other activities, including by engaging in dialogue with other shareholders.
More generally, Franchise Partners has no intention to, and will not, take steps to obtain or consolidate control of the Company. Franchise Partners also
does not wish to, and will not, adopt a lasting common policy with any other shareholder towards the management of the Company. In publishing this
information, Franchise Partners is motivated in good faith to stimulate discussions between shareholders in relation to the Company’s strategic direction and
to encourage engagement by shareholders with the Company in relation to the matters discussed in this document, with a view to maximising value for the
Company’s shareholders.
Franchise Partners does not wish to be informed of any non-public price sensitive information relating to the Company that may be in the possession of any
person viewing this document.
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Agenda
» Executive summary
» KV 2027: Lacking commercial logic
» KV 2027: Is this KV 2015 all over again?
» KV 2027: The return of ill-considered M&A
» Conclusion & our proposals for the 27 March 2020 AGM
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Executive Summary
» Kirin has attempted multiple changes to its strategy and targets over the past 20 years.
» KV 2027 “bridging” strategy risks repeating the same failures of KV 2015.
» Franchise Partners continues to believe that there are clear paths available to create a more
valuable and sustainable Kirin that will serve the long-term interests of all of its stakeholders.
» Ultimately Kirin’s stakeholders are best served by Kirin:
» Focusing on its core beer business
» Divesting its stakes in non-core, listed subsidiaries in the pharmaceutical (Kyowa Kirin)
and skincare (FANCL) segments
» Unlocking the considerable conglomerate discount
» The new board must be given an opportunity to perform a thorough and independent review
of the KV 2027 strategy once elected.
» If KV 2027 is commercially sensible, then management has no reason to fear a truly
independent review.
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KV 2027: Lacking commercial logic
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KV 2027: “Redefining business domains”
» Kirin Holdings (KH)
announced KV 2027
in February 2019
» Provides a strategic
framework for the
next 8 years

» KV 2027 aims to fundamentally “redefine KH’s business domains” to create a
new growth engine – a hybrid of food and beverage, on the one hand, and
pharmaceuticals, on the other, based on the common denominator of
“fermentation technology”.

» This new “bridging”
strategy lacks
commercial logic

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Shifting From Revitalization to Growth”,
February 2019

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Businesses Bridging Pharmaceuticals
and Food & Beverages”, March 2019
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KV 2027: Lacking commercial logic
» At launch, KH
management
provided no firm
numbers for KV 2027

» KH management promises that the new hybrid sector based on “fermentation
technology” will be the new “growth driver”.
» However, it is notable that no firm numbers were offered at the time of the
announcement. It is also unclear whether the growth promised is in revenue or
profits.
» Additionally, the contribution of the new “hybrid sector”, even in the last year of
KV 2027, is projected by KH to be relatively small.

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Shifting From Revitalization to Growth”, February 2019
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KV 2027: Lacking commercial logic (cont’d)
» ¥258 billion hastily
committed to
“bridging” strategy
acquisitions…

» Following the announcement of KV 2027, KH committed ¥258 billion of capital to
implement KV 2027 by acquiring businesses that KH management says will be
significant contributors to the new “bridging” strategy: Kyowa Hakko Bio Co., Ltd.
(KHK Bio) and FANCL.

Source: Nikkei Asian Review, 7 August 2019; image from
FANCL website
Source: Reuters, 5 February 2019; image from Hyowa
Hakko Bio website
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KV 2027: The market emphatically rejects the proposed strategy
» KH’s share price
dropped sharply
when the KV 2027
“bridging” strategy
was announced

» Share price also fell
after acquisitions of
KHK Bio and
FANCL
» Analyst feedback is
that KV 2027 has
been ill-received by
investors because it
is not a credible or
coherent strategy to
raise return on
investment

Kirin Share Price (JPY)
From initial purchase (11 September 2014) through 28 February 2020
3200

5 Feb 2019:
Acquisition of
KHK Bio

7 Nov 2019:
FT article;
Company announces
¥100bn buyback

2800

Oct 2016:
Discussion with
Coca-Cola on
Japanese soft
drinks

2400

2000

Dec 2014:
Isozaki-san
announced as
incoming CEO

7 Mar 2019:
Investor Day

Feb 2017:
Sale of Brazilian
beer business

1600
Mar 2015:
Sale of part of Australian
cheese business

Sep 2018:
Strategic review of
Lion Dairy & Drinks

Nov 2016:
Sale of Australian
wine business

6 Aug 2019:
Acquisition of
FANCL stake
17 Feb 2020:
Announces results and
opposition to
shareholder proposals

1200

Source: Bloomberg. Data reflects Kirin share price (JPY, weekly) for the period 11
September 2014 (initial purchase in Global Franchise) to 28 February 2020. Past
investment returns are not a guide to the future

Source: Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 24 January 2020
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KV 2027: KH management rejects Franchise Partners’ call for an independent review
» KH acknowledged
Franchise Partners’
demand for a
majority
independent board,
for the first time in
its history…
» … But the
incumbent nonindependent KH
board pre-emptively
rejected Franchise
Partners’ call for a
review of KV 2027
by the independent
board after it is
established.

Source: Financial Times, 18 February 2020

“The Board strongly disagrees with FP’s recommendation that Kirin divest from all non-beer
assets… Given the continued slowdown in the global beer market and shrinking population,
sustainable growth cannot be achieved absent the investments in non-beer markets strategy…”

Source: Kirin Holdings, press release, 19 February 2020
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KV 2027: Is this KV 2015 all over again?
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Kirin: 20 years of shifting strategy and changing targets

» Given this
history, the
current “bridging
strategy” does
not inspire
confidence
» We urge Kirin to
focus on its core
beer business

1. Source: Company reports,
Independent Franchise Partners,
LLP

Year
announced1

Key themes, goals and events

1998

• “Strengthen beer and happo-shu business”

2000

• Focus on “comprehensive alcohol business”

2004

• “Become leading alcohol beverage and soft drink company in Asia & Oceania, building on cutting edge fermentation
technology…”
• “Develop Groupwide comprehensive alcohol business around partnerships with San Miguel and Lion Nathan”

2006

• “Steady transformation into comprehensive alcohol beverages company…”
• Target revenue & op. income of 30% from overseas by 2015 to offset declining domestic demographics
• Acquisition of Kyowa Hakko (2007), National Foods (2007)

2009

• “Be a leading company in Asia and Oceania, with alcohol beverages, soft drinks and pharmaceuticals as our core business..”
• Overseas acquisitions of Lion Nathan (2009), San Miguel (2009), Fraser & Neave (2010), CRE (2011), Schincariol (2011)

2011

• “Focus on increasing profitability”
• Despite announced focus on Asia and Oceania, decided to invest c.$3bn in Brazil
• 35% drop in Kirin Group net profits (2011)

2012

• “Domestic beer business has stagnated; organic growth at overseas acquisitions has progressed only slowly; integrated group
strategy has not reached deepest levels.
• “Have not reached quantitative targets.”…“need to reassess and clarify…”

2013

• Abandon M&A: “Sustainably increase enterprise value through organic growth…”; Pullback from fermentation technology as key
advantage: 2013 Annual Report “The key is brands that make a difference…”
• Targets for 2015: ¥3tn revenues; 10% operating income margin; ROE ≥ 10%. (2015A results: ¥2.2tn revenues; negative ROE)

2014

• President Isozaki replaces President Miyake; 2014 Annual Report: “Transforming Our Group”

2015

• Kirin records first annual loss

2016-18

• “Bold action to restructure and revitalize Kirin, focus on profitability…”; Beer in Japan and Australia as key to profitability

2017

• Schincariol sold to Heineken for a loss of c.$2bn

2019

“Bridging strategy”
• Acquisition of Kyowa Hakko bio business
• Announcement of “bridging strategy”
• Acquisition of 33% interest in FANCL
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KV 2027: Repeating the mistakes of failed KV 2015?
» To understand the
basic flaws of KV
2027 it pays to look
back at its failed
predecessor KV
2015, launched in
2006 by many of the
same executives
who are now
pushing forward
with KV 2027

Kirin’s 2006 board of directors

» The flawed strategic
and commercial
logic of KV 2027 is
disturbingly similar
to KV 2015
Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Group Vision 2015”, May 2006
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KV 2015 and KV 2027: The same flawed logic
» Driven by panic over domestic demographics
» Strategy to counter domestic demographics by bolting on new sources of revenue

» Reliance on “fermentation technology” as key to success
» Inadequate attention to return on investment
» High optimism in later years

» Revenue added through ill-considered M&A in areas outside core competence
» Same domestically oriented management team
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KV 2015 and KV 2027: The common premise - Demographic panic
KV 2015

KV 2027
“The immediate environment surrounding the Kirin Group is also
starting to radically change, including contracting markets resulting from
the declining birthrate and aging society, diversifying preferences,
increased awareness of health and increased healthcare spending
within the super-aging society.”

Source: Ministry of Economy and Trade, Populations Projections for Japan
2001-2080
Source: Kirin website
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KV 2027: Why demographic panic is misplaced

» The solution is not
to rush into new
business areas in
which the company
has inadequate
experience and
competence

» Mature markets, and Japan in particular, are superb “cash cow”
opportunities to generate increasing profits despite flat topline growth…
KH’s profits from domestic beer business have grown steadily:
7.4% CAGR

100

EBITA (¥bn)

» All Japanese
companies, indeed
all companies in
advanced industrial
regions, face the
same demographic
realities

75

62.6

69.8

71.6

2016A

2017A

80.9

83.3

50
25
0
2015A

2018A

2019A
Source: Company reports

» … And Kirin is well positioned to take advantage of growing populations
and prosperity in the Philippines, Myanmar and Australia.
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KV 2015 and KV 2027: Another ill-considered revenue plan?
» Similar plans to
counter domestic
demographic
challenges…

KV 2015

KV 2027

» Counter domestic demographics by
increasing “overseas ratio” of beer to
30%

» Counter domestic demographics by
adding
incremental
“bridging”
businesses

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Group Vision 2015”, May 2006

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Shifting From Revitalization to Growth”,
February 2019
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KV 2015 and KV 2027: “Fermentation technology” the key to success
» … And a remarkably
similar focus on
“fermentation
technology” and
weak commercial
logic

KV 2015

KV 2027

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Group Vision 2015”, May 2006

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Group FY2019 Results and FY2020
Plan”, 14 February 2020
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KV 2015 and KV 2027: High optimism in later years, yet again
» KV 2015 and KV
2027 also lean on
overly optimistic
growth
assumptions

KV 2015

KV 2027

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin2011: Pursuing Further Growth and
Profitability”, March 2011
Source: Kirin Holdings, “Shifting From Revitalization to Growth”,
February 2019

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin 2009: Taking Action for Qualitative
Expansion”, June 2009
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KV 2027: The return of ill-considered M&A
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KV 2015: Ill-considered M&A

Source: Kirin Holdings “Kirin Holdings”, September 2011
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KV 2015 (2009 - 2011): $10 billion spent on overseas M&A (current market cap is $17.9bn)

Asset

Lion Nathan

San Miguel

Fraser & Neave

CRE

Schincariol

Geography

Australia (2009)

Philippines (2009)

Singapore (2010)

China (2011)

Brazil (2011)

Ownership

100%

49%

14.7%

40% (JV)

50.45%→100%

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Holdings”, September 2011
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KV 2015 M&A Strategy (2011- 2012)
» Schincariol
acquisition
price was 17x
EBIT
Source: Financial Times, 2 August 2011

Source: Financial Times, 12 October 2011

Source: Financial Times, 4 November 2011

Source: Financial Times, 10 February 2012

Final act: Exit from Brazil with $2.3 billion loss
February 2017
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KV 2015: stock performance

Source: Financial Times Market Data, February 2012
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KV 2015 (2012)
“Need to reassess and clarify Kirin Group’s long-term vision…”

“Have not reached quantitative targets…”

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Group Long-Term Business Outlook”, 15 October 2012

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Group Long-Term Business Outlook”, 15 October 2012
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KV 2015 (2013-14): Mid-course correction
» “Brands” as KH’s core strength (“fermentation technology” abandoned)
» “Organic growth” (i.e. no more M&A)

» Brings Kirin’s focus in line with more successful global peers

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Report 2013”

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Report 2014”

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Increase Shareholder Value
Through Organic Growth”, May 2013
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KV 2015 (2014): President Isozaki Takes the Helm
“Earnestly addressing our challenging situation”
Source: Yoshiniri Isozaki, President & CEO of Kirin Holdings, Kirin Report 2014

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Report 2014”
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KV 2015: Final act: Exit from Brazil with $2.3 billion loss

Source: Financial Times, 21 December 2015

Source: Financial Times, 13 February 2017
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2014 - 2018: A brief and sensible return to focus on beer
» In 2014, at the time
Franchise Partners
initiated its position,
KH management
committed to focus
on the profitability of
its core beer business
as its “top priority”
» KH’s stock price more
than doubled between
2014 and 2018

KH’s 2016 IR materials indicated commitment to making profitability of beer
business a “top priority”

Source: Kirin Holdings, “2016-2018 Medium Term Business Plan”, February 2016
Kirin Share Price (JPY)
From initial purchase (11 September 2014) through 28 February 2020
3200

5 Feb 2019:
Acquisition of
KHK Bio

7 Nov 2019:
FT article;
Company announces
¥100bn buyback

2800

Oct 2016:
Discussion with
Coca-Cola on
Japanese soft
drinks

2400

2000

Dec 2014:
Isozaki-san
announced as
incoming CEO

7 Mar 2019:
Investor Day

Feb 2017:
Sale of Brazilian
beer business

1600
Mar 2015:
Sale of part of Australian
cheese business

Sep 2018:
Strategic review of
Lion Dairy & Drinks

Nov 2016:
Sale of Australian
wine business

6 Aug 2019:
Acquisition of
FANCL stake
17 Feb 2020:
Announces results and
opposition to
shareholder proposals

1200

Source: Bloomberg. Data reflects Kirin share price (JPY, weekly) for the period 11 September 2014 (initial purchase in Global
Franchise) to 28 February 2020. Past investment returns are not a guide to the future.
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KV 2027: The return of ill-considered M&A (1)
» Steep price: 16x
earnings
» No quantitative
evidence for
“dramatic growth”,
» “High profitability” far
in the future
» Quality control issues
revealed six months
after acquisition,
leading to a 70%
decline in operating
profits.
» Was there adequate
due diligence on this
related-party
transaction?
» No evidence of
“fermentation
technology” synergy

Source: Kirin Holdings, “Kirin Group FY2019 Results and FY2020 Plan”, 14 February 2020
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KV 2027: The return of ill-considered M&A (2)
» Even steeper price:
35x projected
earnings
» Acquisition of
minority 30% stake
creates a new “listed
subsidiary” with builtin conflicts of interest

“In the short term, we will not deny [doubts about
potential synergy], but if viewed over the long run we
believe it will lead to the creation of new value. I believe
potential synergy, but I cannot talk big at this point
before FANCL and Kirin calculate in detail.”
Source: KH President Yoshinori Isozaki’s comments at the 2Q FY2019
financial results announcement, 7 August 2019

» Again, no quantifiable
evidence of
“fermentation
technology” synergy
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A better solution?
The better solution to the “growth” problem challenging Kirin – and all other companies operating
in mature markets – is to:
» Return capital to shareholders and let the market – not self-interested management of
companies – redeploy the capital into projects that offer the highest prospective shareholder
return
» Use dividends and share buybacks to return excess capital:
» Dividends can be taken in cash or re-invested in the company
» Buybacks leave contented shareholders to enjoy a larger share of the pie

» Improve governance and independent oversight to ensure that capital allocation does not just
perpetuate the “locked in” strategy of incumbent management
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Conclusion & Our Proposals
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KV 2027: The market continues to reject a conglomerate strategy…
» KH’s stock price fell
markedly when
Franchise Partners’
proposals for a
majority independent
board review of KV
2027 were rejected
17 February 2020:
KH announces results and
opposition to Franchise
Partners’ shareholder
proposals

Source: Financial Times. Data reflects Kirin share price (JPY) for the period 28 January 2020 to 28 February 2020. Past
investment returns are not a guide to the future.
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… And 2020 investor day failed to address questions on conglomerate strategy
» KH expects ¥1-1.5bn
in synergies by 2024
via holding in Kyowa
Kirin…

Synergies from listed assets, especially Kyowa Kirin, are low…

» …which compares to
the value of Kirin’s
stake in Kyowa Kirin
of ¥740bn – how is
that a good return on
the capital invested?
» Half the contribution
from the “bridging”
health science
strategy is expected
to come from Kyowa
Hakko Bio
» How is that growth
expectation credible
measured against the
lack of progression
over the last 4 years?

Source: Kirin Investor Day, 03-Mar-20

… and profit contribution from acquired businesses, especially Kyowa Hakko Bio, look
extremely ambitious
Kyowa
Hakko Bio

2016A

2017A

2018A

2019A

2024F

2027F

16-19
CAGR

19-24
CAGR

19-27
CAGR

Operating
Profit (¥m)

5,556

7,189

8,128

2,300

9,500

15,000

-25.5%

+32.8%

+26.4%

Source: Press release, 5-Feb-19, Kirin results presentation, 14-Feb-20, Kirin Investor Day, 03-Mar-20
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KV 2027 requires a genuine independent review… not by ‘new’ directors who have already
embraced it
» KH attempts to
address our
previously raised
concerns by adding
more “independent”
and diverse members
to its board

Chieko Matsuda

Noriko Shiono

» KH’s “independent”
director candidates
are not as
independent as they
first appear…

» 4 new directors
increases the Board
size to the maximum
seats allowed per
KH’s Articles (i.e. 12)
– no apparent reason
except for a
calculated ‘defensive’
move

Rod Eddington

George Olcott
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KV 2027 requires a genuine independent review… not by ‘new’ directors who have already
embraced it
» KH states: Ms.
Matsuda Will
“promote” KV 2027
from an “objective
and professional”
perspective
» Ms. Matsuda has been
a Kirin audit board
member for 4 years
» How can she be
genuinely
independent?

“She provides valuable
opinions and suggestions
from an objective and
professional perspective,
particularly in promoting the
growth strategy of LongTerm Management Kirin
Group Vision 2027”…
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KV 2027 requires a genuine independent review… not by ‘new’ directors who have already
embraced it
» Ms. Matsuda is
already convinced KV
2027 will create a
“conglomerate
premium”

“Realizing a “conglomerate
premium” through utmost
emphasis on group
synergy…”

» Ms. Matsuda has been
a Kirin audit board
member for 4 years

Chieko Matsuda, Audit &
Supervisory Board Member,
Kirin Holdings, Mar-16 present

» How can she be
genuinely
independent?

Kirin website interview
https://www.kirinholdings.co.jp/irinfo/library/integrated/2019/governance/inter
view.html
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KV 2027 requires a genuine independent review… not by ‘new’ directors who have already
embraced it
» Ms. Shiono is an
existing supporter of
the KV 2027 strategy
» How can she be
genuinely
independent?

Strategic Advisor to Kirin
Holdings, which the company
views as a non-executive role
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KV 2027 requires a genuine independent review…not by ‘new’ directors that have already
embraced it
» Mr. Eddington is NonExecutive Chairman
of Lion Pty, Ltd.,
subsidiary of KH
» Mr. Eddington is also
member of KH’s
International Advisory
Board
» How can he be
genuinely
independent?

Chairman of Lion Pty Ltd,
subsidiary of Kirin Holdings

Source: Kirin website
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KV 2027 requires a genuine independent review… not by ‘new’ directors who have already
embraced it
» Kirin says Mr. Olcott
has decided to promote
KV 2027 before
attending a single
board meeting
» How can he be
genuinely independent?
» In addition Mr. Olcott
already serves on 3
other boards of listed
companies (Hitachi
Chemical, Denso, and
Dai-ichi Life) as well as
the boards of 2 private
companies and holds a
full-time job as an
academic

“We anticipate that he
provides valuable opinions
and suggestions from an
objective and professional
perspective…in promoting
the growth strategy of the
Long-Term Management
Vision 2027”

» Dai-ichi Life is also
reported to face
shareholder pressure –
potentially serving as a
distraction to Mr. Olcott
» How can he provide
adequate oversight?
41
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KV 2027 requires a genuine independent review…not by incumbent directors that have
contributed to Kirin’s current situation
» Shoshi Arakawa
ultimately responsible
for concerns
regarding the Board’s
composition and pay
practices

Shoshi Arakawa

Masakatsu Mori

Chair,
Nomination and
Remuneration Advisory
Committee

Chairman of the Board

» Masakatsu Mori
serves as Chairman
but with no clear
duties. Mr. Mori also
sits on 2 boards in
addition to being the
Chair of KH (Stanley
Electric and Yamato
Holdings)
» Both Mr. Mori and Mr.
Arakawa have been
with KH for 5 years,
overseeing the launch
of KV 2027
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Why are the authors of KV 2015 afraid of an independent review of KV 2027?

Source: Kirin Holdings Proxy Statement. Reflects incumbent directors put forward for re-election.
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Our proposals are in the interest of all shareholders…
Election of two independent, experienced, and reputable nominees
» The Board’s primary
role is to set the
company’s strategic
direction per Principle
4.1 of the Japan’s
Corporate Governance
Code (“JCGC”)
» Principle 2.4 of JCGC
clearly promotes
“diverse perspectives
and values reflecting a
variety of expressions,
skills and
characteristics” within
the boardroom
» A strengthened board
will be able to
undertake a genuine
review of the KV 2027
strategy in the interest
of all stakeholders

Two truly independent candidates with no relationship to Franchise Partners or
KH – bringing much needed independent judgement, diversity and experience to
strengthen KH’s governance

Kanako Kikuchi, President of UCB Japan,
is a recognized global executive at
pharmaceutical brands such as
GlaxoSmithKline and Novartis. Whilst a
qualified pharmacist, Kananko Kikuchi’s
roles have focused on the commercial,
business management and strategy
functions.

Nick Benes has significant experience in
finance and law via his investment banking,
M&A and legal work across the globe.
Currently serves on 2 listed Japanese
company boards (Imagica and Advantest)
and, via his keen interest in corporate
governance and business ethics, helped the
FSA with the formulation of Japan’s corporate
governance code.
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Our proposals are in the interest of all shareholders…
An executive compensation program that rewards performance
» The quantum offered
is not an issue;
however, the
structure does not
sufficiently
incentivize to deliver
performance
» Equity awards
becoming more
complex despite
being argued as
‘simpler’ and more
costly
» KH’s disclosure
makes it difficult to
ascertain whether a
pay-for-performance
principle is
maintained
» Nomination and
Remuneration
Advisory Committee
includes Executive
Directors, including
the CEO

Our Concerns
•
Pay Mix is 45:55 (fixed:variable) as per Kirin’s new proposal – a slight improvement from
before (i.e. 50:50) but still not sufficiently performance-based
•
Bonus is based on a sole metric (i.e. operating profit).
•
KH’s peers use more than one measure e.g. revenue growth, free cash flow, individual
objectives.
•
Non-financial criteria could have been introduced for the bonus to avoid an “all-ornothing” approach instead of the equity awards
•
We welcome Kirin’s use of performance-based restricted stock but:
•
The Trust-type plan (MUFG likely to be selected) will increase costs
•
Performance is still measured over only one year
•
50% of the award payable regardless of meeting the performance target
•
The targets set are not clearly disclosed
•
The appropriateness of EPS should be considered to take into account the potential
impact share buybacks as well as further align with strategy

Our Proposals
•
Increasing quantum from existing plan by 50%
•
Improve pay mix – targeting two thirds in performance-based stock compensation
•
Requesting better disclosure and a vesting schedule that does not guarantee any
payment unless a minimum target is met
•
The Nomination and Remuneration Advisory has control over choosing and setting the
performance targets
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Our proposals are in the interest of all shareholders…
A buyback proposal to voice concern over Kirin’s “Bridging” Strategy
» The market value of the
shares of Kyowa Kirin
and FANCL was c.886
billion yen when we
submitted our proposal
» The proposal suggests
an upper limit of 600
billion yen to be
repurchased from
disposals in these noncore assets
» The proposal is advisory
in nature and allows the
board to take decisions
in the best interests of
all shareholders

• Franchise Partners has no benefit in harming the financial status of KH. It is in
Franchise Partners’ interests to see KH deliver a successful strategy.

• KH’s Board has the ultimate decision-making power over the timing of the disposal of
non-core assets and the distribution of proceeds.
• The proposal is not prescriptive regarding the timing of disposals or buybacks.
• This proposal should serve as a platform for shareholders to voice concern over KH’s
increasing conglomerate status and the poor capital allocation decisions it has made,
as evidenced by the share price reaction since the Feb-19 acquisition of Kyowa Hakko Bio.
• We do not want our Board nominees to be perceived as being proxies for our
“agenda”. These proposals are mutually exclusive and aim to address different
concerns:
•
demanding increased independence on the board that can oversee the
company’s strategic direction and listen to shareholders’ concerns (through our
board nominees);
•
improve the incentivization structure of executives (through our pay-related
proposals); and
•
raise concerns with the strategic direction of Kirin (through the buyback
proposal).
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Summary
» Kirin has attempted multiple changes to strategy and targets over 20 years.
» KV 2027 “bridging” strategy risks repeating the same failures of KV 2015.
» Franchise Partners continues to believe that there are clear paths available to create a more
valuable and sustainable Kirin that will serve the long-term interests of all of its stakeholders.
» Ultimately Kirin’s stakeholders are best served by Kirin:
» Focusing on its core beer business
» Divesting its stakes in non-core, listed subsidiaries in the pharmaceutical (Kyowa Kirin)
and skincare (FANCL) segments
» Unlocking the considerable conglomerate discount
» The new board must be given an opportunity to perform a thorough and independent review
of the KV 2027 strategy once elected.
» If KV 2027 is commercially sensible, then management has no reason to fear a truly
independent review.
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Appendix
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Important Information
This presentation is for professional investors only.
Independent Franchise Partners, LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Independent Franchise Partners, LLP’s registered address is Level 1,
10 Portman Square, London W1H 6AZ, United Kingdom. Independent Franchise Partners, LLP is an SEC registered investment adviser under Section 203(c)(2)(A) of the
Investment Advisers Act. Registration with the SEC does not imply that Independent Franchise Partners, LLP possesses a certain level of skill or training.
Copyright © 2020 Independent Franchise Partners, LLP, All Rights Reserved.
This presentation is protected by International copyright laws. Reproduction or transmission of all, or part of the presentation by photocopying or storing in any medium by
electronic means or otherwise, without the written permission of Independent Franchise Partners, LLP is prohibited.
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